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“...But the mountain falls and crumbles away, and 

the rock is removed from its place...” Job 14

Dr. Thomas Kindell

Fallacies of Evolutionary Geology & Radioisotope Dating
This monTh’s presenTATion

featuring popular speaker Dr.

Tom Kindell* will document

that modern type birds and

higher mammals have been

found in the same rock layers

as dinosaurs—thus invalidating

the “progressive evolution of

life from simple to more complex forms” which is

deceptively illustrated in the standard evolutionary

“geologic column.” also examined will be the

evolutionist’s methodology in suppressing such

findings, and the common problem of “reverse

order” fossil strata. Fallacious naturalist arguments

to justify ignoring this contradiction will also be

exposed. 

The discovery of “out of place artifacts”

(ooparts) will also be considered, as well as the

assumptions and flaws of how evolutionists choose

to interpret radioisotope data to “prove” the earth

is billions of years old. The results of the RaTE

(radioisotopes and the age of the earth) creationist

research initiative will demonstrate that a proper

analysis of all the pertinent data indicates that

radioisotope dating actually constitutes strong evi-

dence for a young age of the earth. The scriptural

and theological implications of accepting the “old

earth” interpretation of the fossil-strata record will

also be emphasized.

This monTh’s DsA meeTing will be helD on

Saturday, October 20, 2012, from 9 to 11:30am.

Join us as we “calibrate” current beliefs about

rock dating methods, and–for this month only–we

will meet at:

Greater Portland Bible Church

2374 Southwest Vermont Street,

Portland, OR 97219

*Dr. Thomas Kindell was once an ardent believer in the

“fact” of evolution. However, through his exposure to the

scientific case for creation, he became a zealous creationist.

He has received advanced training in scientific creationism

through the Graduate School of the Institute for Creation

Research in Santee, California. He also received his M.A. in

Biblical Studies from California Graduate School of Theology,

and holds a Doctorate in Philosophy of Theology (major in

philosophy of Biblical apologetics).
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You’ll find educational
materials for all levels of
interest, for sale with
pre-priced discounts—
only at the “famous” 
DSA Booktable!

discover...
Creation
books�&�DVDs

DSA

NOTE
meeting
location!

See directions on back page!
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Directions to:
Greater Portland Bible Church
From the East or West:

Make your way to I-5. From the North: Take I-5 south bound to exit 297 (the Terwilliger

exit). Go forward through the Barbur Blvd. intersection to Bertha Blvd. Stay on Bertha

Blvd. for about half a mile, then turn left on Vermont St. The third left on Vermont St. has

a sign saying “Greater Portland Bible Church,” and will take you through the parking lot

of Shadow Hills Apartments. Continue forward about 500 feet to the church parking lot. 

From the South: Take I-5 northbound toexit 297 (the Terwilliger exit). Take a left on

Terwilliger Blvd., a left on Barbur Blvd., and a right on Bertha Blvd. Stay on Bertha

Blvd. for about half a mile, then turn left on Vermont St. The third left on Vermont St. has

a sign saying “Greater Portland Bible Church,” and will take you through the parking lot

of Shadow Hills Apartments. Continue forward about 500 feet to the church parking lot.



New Board Member & Secretary Elected
Due to Kevin & Ruth Hogan’s upcoming move out of state, two DSA positions
(board member and secretary) needed to be filled. At the board’s September 
meeting, Tom & Debbie Dunn were elected as replacement board member 
(Tom) and secretary (Debbie). Thanks to the Dunns for being willing to serve 
in these positions.

Debbie and family have already taken over the monthly DSA newsletter “sorting,
stuffing and mailing” chore. 

T h a n k s  t o  a l l  D S A  v o l u n t e e r s !

Easy to make online donations at PayPal

by Brian Thomas, M.S.*
Nineteenth-century English poet Alfred Tennyson

famously described nature as “red in tooth and claw.”1

But were claws and teeth originally intended to draw

blood, or were they used to eat vegetation?

Recently, three U.S. biologists studied the feeding

habits of 11 Central and South American leaf-nosed bats

and looked for “relationships between diet, tooth struc-

ture, feeding performance, and behaviour.”2 Some bats

eat insects and small vertebrates, some eat fruit and

nectar, others a little bit of everything. Vampire bats, of

course, will eat blood.

To conduct their research, which was published in

2011, the team generated three-dimensional images of

the teeth and skulls of 17 bat species. The BBC featured

some of the images on its website, such as the fruit bat

skull shown.3 [See http://www.icr.org/article/

why-god-created-large-sharp-teeth/

The study authors found that fruit bats have more

complicated surface features on their molars, which they

use to crush fruit pulp. Insectivorous bat molars have

pointed crests that are more efficient at shearing insect

exoskeletons.

A 2012 study of multiple large fruit bat species that

inhabit the same locations in Brazil found that although

their chromosomes looked virtually indistinguishable at

first, species-specific banding patterns show up when

stained.4 A separate 2011 study found “a considerable

range of individual variation” in Phyllostomatid vampire

bat skulls.5

Since bat features are still adapting today, it stands to

reason that the original Phyllostomatid bats that colo-

nized the Americas also adapted their features as they

diversified into today’s species. But no evidence sug-

gests either that bats evolved from non-bats or that they

will ever evolve into a non-bat.

The fact that fruit bats use their sharp teeth to eat

Why God Created 
Large, Sharp Teeth

fruit fits with the biblical teaching that God originally intended

animals to eat vegetation, not other animals:

Large, sharp teeth are not used solely for killing and rip-

ping flesh from other animals. Fruit bats have sharp, pointed

teeth, similar to those in cats, designed to quickly tear flesh

from fruit. These teeth easily could remove flesh from an

animal, but the fruit bat does not use them for this pur-

pose.6

And the fact that other bats eat blood fits with the biblical

teaching that sin resulted in a cursed creation. Bats now use

their vegetation-eating equipment with less discrimination.

It makes sense that God would supply various creatures

with large, sharp teeth so that they could eat the varied

plant products He provided for their nourishment.7 But since

the “law of sin and death” now operates in this world, 

animals and humans use what was originally good to 

accomplish what is inherently not good.8
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* Mr. Thomas is Science Writer at the Institute for Creation Research.

To make an online donation to DSA, go to www.pdxdsa.org

and the donation button is near the bottom of the website.

Just click on it and it will take you to a page where you enter in

your name and address and payment info (such as credit card)

and amount of donation; or if you already have a Pay Pal

account, you can log into it (from that same page) and donate

that way. But you don't need a Pay Pal account to donate

through the link. It's really simple! And because it's hosted by

Pay Pal it's very secure. Pay Pal has an excellent reputation

for security.

That’s all there is to it!
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So numberless a multitude, and so great a variety of birds, beasts, fishes, reptiles,
herbs, shrubs, trees, stones, metals, minerals, stars, &c. and everyone of them
plentifully furnished and endowed with all the qualifications requisite to the
attainment of the respective ends of its creation, are productions of a wisdom too
limitless not to be peculiar to God: ... which do all of them deserve that extensive
exclamation of the Psalmist, “How manifold are thy works, 0 Lord; in wisdom hast
thou made them all.” [Psalm 104:24] 

Robert Boyle (1627 - 1691), father of experimental chemistry


